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QUESTION 1
The backup fails with an 'invalid schedule' message.
What could cause this to occur?
A. The backup was attempted after the daily time window was closed.
B. The resource order for the backup policy was set incorrectly.
C. The Schedule type in the policy was set incorrectly to full schedule.
D. The resource for the backup job was unavailable at that time.
Answer: A
QUESTION 2
You are reviewing completed jobs in the Job Monitor. However, you do not see the type
of jobs you are looking for:
What could cause this problem?
A. Custom filters are enabled
B. Logging is set to summary information only
C. Job Monitor is not enable
D. Job view is set to active jobs
Answer: A
QUESTION 3
You have five servers which need to be backed up. These servers are named Certkiller 1,
Certkiller 2, Certkiller 3, Certkiller 4, and Certkiller 5. Depending on server load, sometimes
the backup does not complete within the time window. You have to be sure that
Certkiller 4 always gets backed up.
Assuming that all resources are protected in a single job, which setting could be changed
to ensure that Certkiller 4 always gets backed up?
A. change the resource order to list Certkiller 4 and its resources before all other servers
B. using error handling rules, set Certkiller 4 as high priority
C. set the priority for Certkiller 4 to highest by selecting Tools -> Options
D. change the job priority to Highest
Answer: A
QUESTION 4
When setting the default scheduling options from the Tools -> Options menu, the Time
Window is defined as the time period in which the _____.
A. job will start
B. job cannot start
C. job cannot run
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